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Abstract 

It is well recognized that chlorine is responsible for aging of membrane materials. The goal of 

this study is to investigate the modifications of a commercial PES/PVP hollow fiber 

membrane exposed to hypochlorite solution at pH 7.5 by continuous filtration. Thanks to 

ATR-FTIR 2D Correlation Spectroscopy (2DCoS) analysis it was confirmed that PVP is 

oxidized into succinimide compound. 2DCoS analysis revealed the sequence order of 

PES/PVP membrane degradation: PVP oxidation is followed by the modifications of C-H 

cyclic structures and finally the formation of succinimide compounds. ATR-FTIR-microscopy 

mapping unveiled that PVP was mainly situated at the inner surface of hollow fibers 

exhibiting initially a 67 µm thickness layer. PVP layer disappearance was not homogenous 

versus the exposure dose suggesting the topochemical character of the PVP-chlorine reaction. 

Results demonstrate that advanced material characterization are key methodologies to 

understand membrane aging mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays membrane processes dominate the market of drinking water treatment facilities 

[1]. In most installations membrane operators manage the impact of membrane fouling 

through frequent cleaning procedures. Typically in drinking water processes, the cleaning 

methods include hydraulic flushing by membrane backwash using chlorinated permeate and 

chemical cleaning by soaking (cleaning in place) with sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl), caustic 

soda or acidic solutions. Their primary goal is to reduce biofilm growth on the membrane 

surface as hypochlorite presents high biocidal activity [1]. 

In past years NaOCl impact on membrane material has raised the attention of researchers due 

to its high dose (from mg.L-1 to several g.L-1), frequent use, high exposure time and strong 

oxidant properties [2–4]. It is commonly reported that chlorine oxidizes the membrane 

polymers (i.e.: polyethersulfone PES, polysulfone PSU or polyvinylpyrrolidone PVP) and 

specifically the pore forming additives (i.e: PVP). These reactions might cause membranes’ 

polymer chain scission and formation of new end groups depending on the investigated 

membrane materials [5–7].  

Whatever the membrane materials the main consequence is a change in filtration performance 

of the membrane such as permeability, fouling resistance, pore size, zeta potential and tensile 

strength [8,9]. For example Arkhangelsky et al. [6] showed the loss of integrity for PES 

membranes exposed to chlorine by highlighting chain scissions of the main polymer. In a 

subsequent study Causserand et al. [10] stated that chlorinated PVP might leak from 

membrane material and lead to increased permeability and decreased mechanical strength of 

the membrane. Similarly the aged membranes exhibit a strong tendency to fouling due to 

changes in membrane hydrophobicity [11–13].  
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PVP modification under chlorine exposure is often monitored by Attenuated Total 

Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) analysis at 1650 cm-1 (ν C=O). The 

main oxidization mechanism involves pyrrole ring opening due to chlorine electro addition 

leading to the formation of by-products such as succinimide compound [3]. Hanafi et al. [14] 

reported also the formation of succinimide compounds during membrane chlorination. In 

addition Xie et al. [15] reported a potential formation of chlorinated by-products (i.e.: 

trihalomethanes (THM)) during membrane exposure to chlorine. Recently Fouquet et al. [16] 

thanks to MALDI-TOF technique identified the recombination of PVP during hypochlorite 

oxidation (in homogeneous reaction system) leading to the formation of succinimide. Zhou et 

al. [13] identified the sequence of a PES/PVP membrane aging under chlorine exposure at 

three pHs (6, 8 and 10) by using 2D-FTIR correlation spectroscopy (2D-FTIR-CoS): Firstly a 

change in cyclic C-H structures followed by amide groups modification (i.e.: PVP 

compounds). Secondly a modification of sulfone (R-SO2-R) and aromatic structures at high 

exposure dose.  

In addition the cleaning pH have a strong impact on aging mechanisms due to the different 

oxidation potential of hypochlorous acid (HOCl) and hypochlorite ion (ClO-) species 

(pKa = 7.58 at 20°C). Several articles reported a stronger membrane degradation at pH 8 than 

at higher pH (usually pH 10-12) [3,14]. Moreover coexistence of HOCl and ClO- at neutral 

pH might lead to the formation of hydroxyl radicals (HO•) acerbating the polymer chain 

scission mechanism [17–19]. 

As this review of the literature points out most studies have reached similar conclusions: 

chlorine reduces the mechanical resistance of membranes and increases fouling tendency due 

to the oxidation of PVP within the polymer. However, despite several studies, mechanisms of 

polymers degradation with chlorine are still ambiguous because of the complexity of 

heterogeneous reaction system. 
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The main goal of this study is to investigate the modifications of a commercial PES/PVP 

hollow fiber membrane exposed to hypochlorite solution at pH 7.5 using realistic exposition 

conditions (filtration of chlorine solution in dead end mode with similar concentration as used 

during membrane backwash on site (30 mg Cl2 L
-1)). Membranes modifications were 

analyzed using advanced infrared techniques and data analysis: ATR-FTIR, 2D correlation 

spectroscopy analysis, FTIR mapping. This study will help to better understand time and 

chlorine dose dependent mechanisms of the degradation of PES/PVP membranes. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1 Membrane and lab scale filtration pilot 

Commercial PES/PVP hollow fiber membranes were used for this study. According to 

manufacturer the membrane’s pore size is about 20 nm with a corresponding molecular 

weight cut-off (MWCO) of 150 kDa and the pure water permeability is about 700 ± 30 L.h-

1.bar-1.m-2. All other characteristics are listed in Table S1. For every experiment a new hollow 

fiber membrane was potted in a polyamide tube (inner diameter: 4.0 mm) with an epoxy resin 

(Araldite 2012). One end of every module was left open to allow dead-end inside-out 

filtration mode. The mini-module consisted of one fiber 25 cm long corresponding to a 

filtration surface of about 50 ± 6 cm². Experiments were performed on a filtration pilot as 

previously described [20]. The mini-module was inserted in a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 

casing with a volume of 27 ± 5 mL. One peristaltic pump (Masterflex®L/S® Cole - Parmer®) 

was used for dead-end inside-out filtration. The transmembrane pressure and temperature 

were continuously recorded using Endress + Hauser® sensors (pressure sensor with flush 

membrane series 8020 and compact temperature sensor, M12 connector, series 2120). 

Membranes were deconditioned prior to every aging test for a minimum of 24 hours with 

MilliQ water to remove preservatives and to wet pores. Then the pure water flux of the 

membrane was measured by the flux step method using permeate flux ranging from 24 to 180 
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L.h-1.m-2 (2 to 15 mL.min-1). All permeabilities were corrected at 20°C (LP(20°C) in L.m-2.h-

1.bar-1) and calculated using the Darcy’s law (equation 1). 

L�(��°�) =	 Q�
S × ∆P� × e��,���× (����)

(�����)� 
[Eq. 1] 

Where ∆Pm, the transmembrane pressure (bar); QP, the permeation volumetric flow rate (L.h-

1); S, the effective surface area of the membrane (m2) and T, the temperature (°C). 

The permeability Lp measured during the chlorine exposure tests were normalized using the 

initial permeability of the membrane in order to compare results. 

Prior and after every filtration test, membrane integrity was verified by a pressure decay test. 

Membranes were previously moistened in backwash mode with MilliQ water to fill the 

membrane’s casing. Pressurized air was then injected into the fiber lumen at a pressure of 

2.0 ± 0.1 bars and the air pressure decay was monitored over at least 10 minutes. The 

threshold for validation of membrane integrity and the system tightness was fixed at a 

maximum pressure loss of 200 mbars after 10 minutes [21].  
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2.2 Chlorine degradation test conditions 

The experiments were carried out with sodium hypochlorite (Univar) for chlorine degradation 

at pH 7.5 for a maximum chlorine exposure of 4500 mg.h.L-1 (C×t). A total of six membranes 

were aged with increasing exposure times (from 4.2 to 150 hours) and a constant 

concentration of free chlorine (FC) of 30 mgCl2.L
-1. Experiments were at least duplicated. 

Compared with previous studies, the free chlorine concentration was similar to the 

concentration conventionally used for chemically enhanced backwashing on drinking water 

production site. In drinking water production plant, chlorine washes are done every 65 

minutes (i.e.: 22 times a day) with a free chlorine concentration of 4 mg.L-1. Washes last 70 

seconds. So the chlorine exposure dose per day is of 1.7 mg.h.L-1 and in the experiments the 

maximum exposure dose of 4500 mg.h.L-1 is then equivalent to a period of membranes use of 

about 7 years in drinking water production plant.  

The filtration rate is fixed using a peristaltic pump (Masterflex®L/S® Cole - Parmer®) to 

obtain a permeate flow of 195 ± 5 L.h-1.m-2. pH (SenTix WTW pH probe), flow rate and FC 

are measured three times a day and adjusted if necessary. FC is determined by the diethyl-p-

phenylenediamine (DPD) colorimetric method (USEPA 0330.5) using a Hach® Pocket 

Colorimeter II ™ and free chlorine concentration kept constant by adding chlorine from a 

concentrated solution [22]. The transmembrane pressure and the temperature of solution are 

recorded every minute by Comark® data loggers connected to Endress + Hauser® pressure and 

temperature sensors. At the end of the chlorine degradation test membranes are backwashed 

for 24 hours with MilliQ water to remove traces of chlorine prior FTIR analysis. 
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2.3 Characterizations of membranes materials 

2.3.1 Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-

FTIR) 

Every membrane fiber was analyzed by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy in order to highlight the 

characteristic groups of its main constituents. For this, 1 cm of every hollow fiber membrane 

was split lengthwise with a surgical knife and ATR-FTIR analysis was done on the inner 

surface of membranes’ canals. The analyses were carried out using a NEXUS 6700 Thermo 

Nicolet Fourier transform infrared spectrometer in a wave number range from 4000 to 

600 cm-1. 16 scans were realized with a scan rate of 0.63 cm.s-1 and the spectral resolution 

was of 4 cm-1. The crystal is a diamond and the detector is a Deuterated TriGlycine Sulfate 

(DTGS). ATR-FTIR spectra are computed using the ChemoSpec (version 4.4.97) package in 

R-Studio software. Prior to 2D-FTIR Cos analysis all spectra were baseline corrected (using a 

polymer fit model), normalized using probabilistic quotient normalization method provided 

by the ChemoSpec package version 4.4.97. 

2.3.2 2D Correlation spectroscopy analysis 

Two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy is used in order to find out significant variations in 

spectral intensities [13]. The external perturbation applied to the system is the exposure dose 

(Ct) used in dynamic membrane aging. This method has been increasingly used to determine 

correlations between spectral and sequential changes of functional groups induced under a 

perturbation (for example the chlorine exposure dose). In reference to Noda studies, dynamic 

spectrum A�(ν, Ct) (equation 2), Synchronous Ф(ν1,ν2) and Asynchronous Ψ(ν1,ν2) spectra 

were defined. Calculation details of synchronous Ф(ν1,ν2) and asynchronous Ψ(ν1,ν2) spectra 

are given in Supplementary data [23,24]. The value of Ф(ν1,ν2) represents the coincidental 

changes observed at wavenumber ν1 and ν2 during the interval of the chlorine exposure (Ctmin 

and Ctmax). In contrast, the value of Ψ(ν1,ν2) in asynchronous spectra can inform on the 
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sequential order changes of wavenumber ν1 and ν2 during the variation of the considered 

perturbation variable (i.e.: exposure dose). 

A�(ν, Ct) = {A(ν, Ct) −	A"(ν)} for Ctmin<Ct<Ctmax  ; 0 if not [Eq. 2] 

Where the reference spectrum A�(ν) is the averaged spectrum between the minimum and the 

maximum chlorine exposure (Ctmin and Ctmax namely, 0 and 4500 mg.h.L-1, respectively) ν, 

the wavenumber in ATR-FTIR spectra. 

A"(ν) is defined by the equation 3. 

A"(ν) = 1
%&A(ν, Ct)

'

()�
 

[Eq. 3] 

Where m, the number of spectra. 

The FTIR 2D correlation spectroscopy analysis was performed using R-Studio software using 

the corr2D package version 0.2.0 [25].  

2.3.3 FTIR mapping 

The analysis is carried out by a Hyperion 3000 FTIR microscope coupled to a Tensor27 

spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, USA). The samples are prepared according to previous 

published work [26]. Hollow fiber is glued in epoxy resin (EpoHeat® with a low FTIR 

response) and then cut into thin slices of 20 µm. FTIR analyses are respectively targeted at the 

wavenumbers of 1570 cm-1 (C = C ring bond of PES) and 1650 cm-1 (C = O bond of PVP) in 

order to investigate membrane materials changes at several chlorine dose exposures. 

2.3.4 Thermal analyzes (DTA/TGA/DSC) 

After aging, the degradation temperature of the materials and the heat flux associated with the 

phase transitions were determined. Membrane samples were analyzed by DTA/TGA/DSC in 

order to evaluate the thermal properties of the aged polymer blend in aged membranes. These 
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analysis were performed using an SDT Q600 (TA Instrument). For that, membrane samples 

(mass ranged from 4 to 15 mg) were placed inside a crucible for calcination in air at 800 °C at 

a rate of 10 °C per minute. 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1 Membrane aging – simulation by chlorine exposure 

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the relative permeability L P/LP0 for different chlorine 

exposures. In absence of chlorine the filtration of MilliQ water at pH 7.5 for 150 hours 

showed a constant permeability of 699 ± 31 L.h-1.m-2.bar-1. Samples were denominated 

according to their maximum exposition dose (i.e: Ct 4500 corresponds to a fiber exposed to 

30 mg L-1 for 150 hours). The permeability variation was provided in supplementary data (Fig 

S1.) 

Furthermore results obtained for 6 different samples of membranes exhibit the increase of 

permeability with increasing chlorine exposures from 125 to 4500 mg.h.L-1 (i.e. for reaction 

times from 4 to 150 hours and a 30 mgCl2.L
-1 chlorine solution). Similar profiles were 

obtained for all investigated fibers. The permeability at 4500 mgCl2.h.L-1 was 2.5 times 

higher than the initial permeability (1721 ± 30 versus 727 ± 32 L.h-1.m-2.bar-1 for the aged and 

pristine membranes, respectively). 

The relative permeability evolution shaped a sigmoid curve during aging process (Insert in 

Figure 1). Indeed the initial permeability was stable for the first 2.5 hours of filtration, which 

can be linked to a phase of initiation of the solid-liquid reaction between NaOCl and polymer. 

Then, a rapid increase in permeability was observed between 2.5 and 33 h (i.e. 75 and 

1000 mg.h.L-1) to achieve a permeability of 1434 ± 15 L.h-1.m-2.bar-1 (1.8 times the initial 

permeability). From 1000 mg.h.L-1 the increase of the permeability slowed down and tended 

towards an asymptote. According to the pressure decay test, no loss of integrity was observed 
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for all fibers studied and exposure doses. The increase of permeability is generally related to 

the oxidation of membrane polymers and in particular PVP with hypochlorous acid (HOCl) 

[27]. These results are consistent with previous studies of Abdullah and Bérubé [28] and 

Causserand et al. [10] showing a strong increase in permeability for low chlorine exposures 

and slight variation at high exposure.  

3.2 IR characterization of membrane materials 

3.2.1 Characterization by conventional ATR-FTIR analysis 

Figure S2 represents a survey of all IR spectra of PVP-PES membrane at different chlorine 

exposures. The main variations of the IR spectra are the decrease of the peak intensity at 

1650 cm-1. In addition, one can observe, the appearance of peak at 1700 and 1770 cm-1 at high 

exposure doses (Fig. S2). The peak at 1650 cm-1 is relative to the stretching of C=O bond in 

PVP. Peak at 1700 and 1770 cm-1 are characteristic of asymmetric and symmetric stretching 

of the imide function in succinimide, respectively [3,29]. While the decrease in PVP peak 

begin with chlorine exposure of 125 mg.h.L-1, succinimide peak appears at the highest 

chlorine exposure of 4500 mg.h.L-1. These modifications attest to the oxidation of PVP by 

chlorine [30]. Other peak variations, with a lower extent, might be observed at 1105, 1150, 

1290, 1240, 1400-1460 cm-1 corresponding to the symmetric & asymmetric vibration of the 

sulfone groups of PES (υas R-SO2-R), aromatic ether structure (R-O-R) and the cyclic C-H 

structures of pyrrolidine of PVP, respectively.  

Figure 2 shows the evolution of normalized permeability compared to normalized absorbance 

at 1650 cm-1 determined after the 6 different chlorine exposures (obtained on 6 different 

membranes). Results showed that the increase in permeability was correlated linearly 

(Pearson Coefficient R =-0.933 & p-value = 0.0066, n = 7) with the decrease of the IR 

absorbance at 1650 cm-1. The increase in permeability can be attributed to the loss of PVP 
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within the membrane which would increase the pore size [6]. However, more experimental 

data are needed to fully demonstrate the linear relation.  

3.2.2 2D Correlation spectroscopy analysis (2DCoS) 

In order to further investigate polymers change during aging process and to elucidate 

modification sequence, 2D correlation spectra are plotted (Homo correlation, Figure 3). Both 

spectra are focused on the region between 1000 and 1800 cm-1 where the main variations are 

observed. Synchronous and asynchronous correlation spectra are reported in Figure 3a & 3b, 

respectively. 

Eight auto-peaks centered at 1105, 1146, 1240, 1290, 1480, 1580, 1650, 1700 cm-1 could be 

identified in the synchronous spectrum (Figure 3a). The highest intensities are observed for 

1105, 1150, 1240, 1650 cm-1 wavenumber. The succinimide group auto-peak at 1700 cm-1 has 

a low intensity indicating a slight change during membrane chlorination (Figure 3a). The 

auto-peaks related to the cyclic C-H structures of pyrrolidine of PVP at 1410, 1446 and 1460 

cm-1 have also low intensity indicating slight change during chlorine exposure. As observed 

by Zhou et al. [13], no auto-peak is observed at 1030 cm-1 attributed to sulfonic acids or 

phenolic groups. This might be due to the low amount of PVP present in the commercial 

hollow fiber membranes (lower than 5%) and the low chlorine exposures used during aging 

process. Indeed DTA/TGA/DSC thermal analyzes of the new and chlorine-aged membrane 

samples at pH 7.5 Ct 2700 and Ct 4500 mg.h.L-1 are performed (Figure S3). The peak at 

450°C on differential thermogravimetric (DT) curve corresponds to the thermal degradation 

of PVP [31]. At this temperature, thermal analysis shows a mass loss of about 3% for the new 

membrane, attributable to the amount of PVP in the membrane. In addition, the higher the Ct 

the more the peak decreases at this temperature (Figure S3-a&b). This variation confirms the 

deterioration of PVP during aging.  
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For sake of simplicity, the cross-peaks interpretation is only done with respect to the signal 

variation at 1650 cm-1, corresponding to the C = O vibration of amide groups of PVP 

(Ф(ν1,1650) and depicted by the horizontal dashed line in Figure 3 a & b. Positive correlations 

(Ф(ν1, 1650) > 0, red color) are observed for wavenumbers of 1290, 1440, 1460 cm-1 

indicating that spectral intensities at these wavenumbers slightly decrease with respect to the 

exposure dose.  

Other synchronous correlations with 1650 cm-1 including those at 1105, 1146, 1240 and 1480 

cm-1 have a negative sign indicating that the aromatic and sulfone groups increase in intensity 

under the investigated hypochlorite exposure dose range. However due to the low correlation 

value obtained (R < -3.1 10-4) this observation might be attributed to the FTIR absorbance 

variation due to polymer sample variation (analysis performed on seven different 

membranes).  

The synchronous spectrum shows that the succinimide peak (1700 cm-1) increases when the 

PVP signal decreases demonstrating the formation of succinimide associated to PVP 

oxidation [7,13]. In asynchronous spectrum, one can see that the signal intensity of 

succinimide appeared after the decrease of PVP signal (Ф(1700, 1650) < 0 & Ψ(1700, 

1650)>0). Also figure 3, suggests that succinimide formation is the final observed step 

regarding PVP oxidation according to the maximum investigated exposure dose 

(Ф(υ1, 1700) < 0 & Ψ(υ1, 1700)<0). 

Presented results demonstrate that membranes aging occurs in a specific sequence. In the 

asynchronous spectrum, negative correlations observed between (1446 and 1460 cm-1) and 

1650 cm-1 indicates that C = O bond of PVP decreases before a decrease in the bands 

associated with cyclic structures. Negative correlations are also observed between 1650 cm-1 

and 1700 cm-1 suggesting that the PVP signal decreases in intensity before the formation of 

succinimide. It can also be concluded that the reduction of cyclic structures occurs before the 
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formation of succinimide as evidenced by negative correlations between 1446, 1460 and 

1700 cm-1. Intensity order changes associated to sulfone and aromatic groups could not be 

determined since these correlations exhibited split contours. This sequence is consistent with 

previous reported results [13, 7]. However lower correlations are obtained in the present study 

probably due to lower investigated exposure dose and the different hollow fiber used 

compared to Zhou et al. (maximum 216,000 mg.h.L-1) [13]. Reported results emphasize that 

at low exposition dose (lower than 4500 mg h L-1) only the PVP is oxidized by chlorine and 

slight or negligible changes are observed for the PES material. This last point is confirmed by 

ATR-FTIR microscopy mapping (see section 3.2.3). 

In contrast to raw ATR-FTIR spectra comparison usually performed, 2D correlation 

spectroscopy is a powerful methodology to analyze hollow fiber membrane degradation 

during chemical aging.  

3.2.3 Characterization by ATR- FTIR-microscopy mapping 

The maps obtained by ATR-FTIR analysis coupled to microscopy are presented in Figure 4 

for a new membrane rinsed with MilliQ water (Ct 0, Fig.4, images a & h) and the 6 

membranes aged at pH 7.5.The upper images (Figures 4a to 4g) presents mapping of PES 

signal obtained at 1570 cm-1 and lower images (Figure 4h to 4n) mapping of PVP signal at 

1650 cm-1. SEM pictures provided in supplementary data for a new rinsed membrane and the 

membrane exposed at 4500 mg h L-1 failed to identify coarse structural changes in membrane 

material (FigS4). 

As shown in Figure 4 the light blue color represents the hollow fiber lumen with a radius of 

0.45 mm approximately (Image scale: 0.4 mm ≡ 1.6 cm). The PES signal in Figures 4a to 4g 

is rather homogeneous. Exposure to chlorine does not have a visible impact on PES mapping 

in the studied aging conditions investigated (Ctmax = 4500 mg.h.L-1). It is important to note 

that the image contrast of Figure 4g was accentuated in order to distinguish PVP signal in 
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Figure 4n. The absence of major modifications in PES (1570 cm-1) at maximum investigated 

exposure dose is consistent with bibliographic data obtained for similar conditions [26,32]. 

The image in Figure 4h obtained at Ct = 0 makes it possible to visualize the skin located at the 

inner surface of the filtration channels of the hollow fiber membrane with a strong presence of 

PVP (FTIR wavenumber at 1650 cm-1, Fig. 4h). Interestingly PVP is only located at the inner 

surface which is due to the manufacturing process and the high molecular weight of PVP [33]. 

The thickness of the PVP layer is estimated at 65 µm.  

FTIR maps reported in Fig.4 h-n highlight the decrease of PVP signal with increasing Ct. For 

Ct < 500 mg.h.L-1 PVP shows a uniform layer but intensity of PVP signal decreases with 

increasing exposure dosed. Only scattered PVP spots remain visible for higher exposure doses 

ranged from 500 to 2700 mg.h.L-1. At 4500 mg.h.L-1 the PVP signature cannot be analyzed 

even though the image contrast was accentuated. The FTIR mapping is in accordance with the 

three phases observed in Figure 1 during membrane aging. The PVP layer and permeability 

remains similar to the native membrane for Ct < 75 mg.h.L-1. From 75 to 1000 mg.h.L-1 the 

permeability strongly increases and the signal of the PVP layer decreases quickly. Finally, for 

the highest investigated exposure doses (1000 to 4500 mg.h.L-1), permeability and intensity of 

the PVP spots variation slow down. 

These results show that the PVP reaction with chlorine was not homogenous suggesting the 

“topochemical” character of the solid-liquid reactions occurring during chemical membranes 

aging [34]. Indeed reported results suggest that some PVP regions within the membrane 

polymer are less accessible to chlorine and consequently react slowly or are governed by 

chlorine diffusion. 

To conclude FTIR mapping appears as a powerful tool for studying membrane aging because 

it reveals how the membrane materials is modified by chlorine. The results demonstrate more 
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specifically that the membrane aging might be considered as a non-steady-state topochemical 

process [35].  

4. Conclusion 

This study confirms the complexity of PES/PVP hollow fibers membrane aging under 

hypochlorite exposure. Thanks to the specific aging protocol used consisting in a continuous 

filtration of hypochlorite solution at pH 7.5 (30 mgCl2.L
-1) it was possible to deeply 

investigate PVP changes. First, the permeability monitoring during aging showed an increase 

in two stages. ATR-FTIR classical analysis observed at 1650 cm-1 has been linearly correlated 

to changes in permeability. 

Advanced data analyses of FTIR spectra and FTIR mapping have been employed in order to 

intensify membrane diagnosis. Main conclusions are: 

• 2DCoS analysis unveiled the sequence order of PES/PVP membrane degradation as 

follow: decrease of amide groups (PVP band) then modification of the C-H cyclic 

structures changing and finally the formation of succinimide compound. Peak related 

to aromatic and sulfone groups showed split contour making order assignment 

difficult to assess at this low chlorine exposure dose. 

• ATR-FTIR-microscopy mapping demonstrated that PVP oxidation is not homogenous 

and some regions are less accessible to chlorine oxidation. This observation suggests 

that hollow fibers chemical aging is a non-steady-state topo-chemical process. 

Finally, this study shows the interest of diagnostic tools such as ATR-FTIR 2D Correlation 

spectroscopy analysis and microscopy coupled with infrared detection to follow and 

characterize the aging state of the membrane material. Moreover such methodologies might 

be useful to develop membrane chemical aging model by taking into account the specific 

kinetic regime in the membrane. 
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Figure 1: Evolution of relative permeability during aging at pH 7.5 (30mgCl2.L
-1). 

Membrane 0 – Filtration of MilliQ water at pH 7.5 (Ct 0), Membrane 1 (Ct 125), 

Membrane 2 (Ct 250), Membrane 3 (Ct 500), Membrane 4 (Ct 1000), Membrane 5 (Ct 

2700), Membrane 6 (Ct 4500). Insert: Focus on the low exposure dose from 0 to 

600 mg h L-1 (Membranes 1 to 4) 

 

Figure 2: Relative IR absorbance of C=O bond of PVP (νC=O=1650 cm-1) versus normalized 

permeability. The relative IR absorbance was calculated as the ratio between IR absorbance of 

aged membrane APVP and the IR absorbance of the pristine membrane APVP0). Membrane 0 

(Ct 0), Membrane 1 (Ct 125), Membrane 2 (Ct 250), Membrane 3 (Ct 500), Membrane 

4 (Ct 1000), Membrane 5 (Ct 2700), Membrane 6 (Ct 4500).  

 

Figure 3: Synchronous (a) and asynchronous (b) 2D correlation spectra from ATR-FTIR 

spectra of aged hollow fibers in PES/PVP. x-axis and y-axis correspond to ν1 and ν2, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 4: FTIR-microscopy mapping done on the cross section of aged hollow fibers as a 

function of the hypochlorite exposure dose. Images a-g: PES signal obtained at 1570 cm-1; 

Images h- n: PVP signal obtained at 1650 cm-1.  

 












